Innovative Carbon-Doped Composite Pavements with Sensing Capability and Low Environmental Impact for Multifunctional Infrastructures
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Abstract: Recently, smart composites that serve as multi-functional materials have gained popularity for structural and infrastructural applications yielding condition assessment capabilities. An emerging application is the monitoring and prediction of the fatigue of road infrastructure, where these systems may benefit from the ability to detect and estimate vehicle loads via weigh-in-motion (WIM) sensing without interrupting the traffic flow. However, off-the-shelf applications of WIM can be improved in terms of cost and durability, both on the hardware and software sides. This study proposes a novel multi-functional pavement material that can be utilized as a pavement embedded weigh-in-motion system. The material consists of a composite fabricated using an eco-friendly synthetic binder material called EVIzero, doped with carbon microfiber inclusions. The composite material is piezoresistive and, therefore, has strain-sensing capabilities. Compared to other existing strain-sensing structural materials, it is not affected by polarization and exhibits a more rapid response time. The study evaluates the monitoring capabilities of the novel composite according to the needs of a WIM system. A tailored data acquisition setup with distributed line electrodes is developed for the detection of moving loads. The aim of the paper is to demonstrate the sensing capabilities of the newly proposed composite pavement material and the suitability of the proposed monitoring system for traffic detection and WIM. Results demonstrate that the material is promising in terms of sensing and ready to be implemented in the field for further validation in the real world.
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1. Introduction

Measuring traffic loads on road infrastructures can be useful for improving the accuracy of fatigue estimation of critical structures, in particular bridges [1–5], that are prone to traffic-induced fatigue accumulation that could lead to sudden failure [6]. Weigh-in-motion (WIM) sensors [7–9] can be used to measure the type and magnitude of traffic loads, providing key data on daily usage and on effects of extraordinary events and improving condition-based maintenance decisions [10]. Popular WIM sensors reported in the literature include bending plates [11], load cells [12], piezoelectric sensors [13,14] and in-pavement fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) [15]. The specialization to bridge applications, also known as bridge WIM or B-WIM, is often conducted by measuring the bridge’s deformations using strain sensors [16–20], accelerometers [21–23], or computer vision systems [24].

Widespread applications of WIM sensors and systems require non-intrusive, low-cost, and durable solutions capable of accurately detecting vehicle types and estimating their speed and weight through the axle count, weight, and separations [9,14,25,26]. The use of
Multi-functional materials capable of sensing as non-intrusive and highly durable solutions has been studied by the authors and other researchers [27–32]. Challenges in using these smart materials reside in formulating scalable solutions for WIM characterized by low cost and ease of fabrication and installation.

Multi-functional composites, also known as smart materials, are often engineered using cementious matrices [33–36]. The polarization of the matrices is a critical issue that requires special attention in WIM sensing applications [37]. Other non-cementitious matrices have been proposed in the literature, including, unsaturated polyester resin [38], epoxy [39], green alkali-activated binders [40] and asphalt concrete with carbon inclusions capable of strain sensing [41–43].

Here, the study evaluates the use of an industrial sustainable pavement binder composite, termed EVIzero [44], in fabricating smart pavements capable of WIM sensing. The EVIzero based composite proposed by the authors has not been investigated in the available literature and represents a novelty in the scientific panorama. The EVIzero is doped with carbon microfibers which confer the pavement with piezo-resistive properties producing measurable electrical responses provoked by traffic-induced deformations. This composite has the combined advantages of high durability and scalability, and does not suffer from the polarization effect found in typical cementitious materials. The sensor is also equipped with distributed electrodes that are designed for detecting the moving loads. This type of configuration was never explored before and is foreseen to be effective in terms of reducing the number of sensing units within WIM systems. The study focuses on the load sensing capability of such a monitoring layout.

The objective of the research is to evaluate: (1) the sensing capability of the novel composite; (2) the performance of the smart pavement at WIM sensing through the detection and quantification of the axles of the vehicles; and (3) the optimal configuration for WIM applications. The investigation is conducted on medium scaled sections of 30 cm × 20 cm × 3.5 cm subjected to various loads including (1) hammer impact loads located on different parts of the sample surface; (2) rapid loading–unloading tests with varying loads; and (3) traffic loads produced from light vehicles at various speeds.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 explains the production of material and laboratory test methodology. Section 3 discusses the electric features of material and introduces the electromechanical test results together with the results from WIM characterization tests. Section 4 discusses the obtained results and functionality of the composite. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Pavement Fabrication

Materials used in the fabrication of the smart pavement consist of a binder material (EVIzero) developed by Corecom s.r.l. [44], aggregates from Ancona-Bianco (Italy), and CMF SIGRAFIL from SGL Carbon [45]—they are cut carbon fibers with a diameter of 7 µm and length of 6 mm. Electrodes used in connecting to the data acquisition system (DAQ) consist of 1 mm diameter copper wires. EVIzero is a granular, neutral colored synthetic binder based on polyolefin and fabricated using polymers and industrial by-products. The key material characteristics are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>EVIzero</th>
<th>CMF</th>
<th>Copper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>conductivity (S·m⁻¹)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.67 × 10⁴</td>
<td>58.7 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density (g/cm³)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>8.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>melting point (°C)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>1085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixing temperature (°C)</td>
<td>160–170</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic viscosity at 160 °C (mPa·s)</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 illustrates the fabrication process. First, aggregates are sieved and separated into fine (between 0.5 and 2 mm) and coarse (between 2 and 8 mm) ones. Materials are weighted according to quantities listed in Table 2.
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**Figure 1.** Smart pavement fabrication steps: (a) Mixing of dry materials with the melted EVIzero; (b) mechanical mixing under 180 °C; (c) casting of sample; (d) compaction of sample; and (e) smart slab constructed from half of the compaction sample.

**Table 2.** Mix design of the composite for one plate sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Aggregates (Ancona Bianco)</th>
<th>EVIzero</th>
<th>CMF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td>weight (g)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>0.5–1 mm</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>1–2 mm</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2–4 mm</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4–8 mm</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the aggregates are initially heated under 180 °C for 3 h, and EVIzero, molds, metal mixing bowl and other necessary metal equipment are put in the oven for one hour under the same temperature. The hot mixture is produced by mixing CMF with the fine aggregates inside the metal mixing bowl, after which the coarse aggregates are added and mixed followed by the melted EVIzero (Figure 1a). Subsequently, materials are mixed using an electric mixer inside the metal bowl seated inside the electric heater cover set at 180 °C to keep the materials under mixing temperature. The mixing continued until homogeneity is achieved (Figure 1b). Half of the mixture is cast into a rectangular mold of base dimensions 40 cm × 30 cm to form the bottom layer. Five 1 mm diameter copper electrodes of 40 cm length are placed into the cast mix at a mutual distance of 6 cm. Then, the rest of the mixture is casted (Figure 1c). The sample is compacted using an Advantest Controls Model 77-PV41A02 Slab Compactor under 160 °C until a 3.5 cm thickness is reached, which corresponds to a 2.6 g/cm³ density (Figure 1d). After cooling down, the sample is cut in half along its long side, and the electrode tips are made accessible for wire connections by removing the material around them. At the end, two samples are produced, each measuring 30 cm × 20 cm × 3.5 cm (Figure 1e).
Small fragments of the material are taken from the final product and inspected under an optical microscope to analyze the quality of dispersion. Figure 2 shows that CMF particles do not form agglomerations and are homogeneously dispersed inside the EVIzero binder matrix.
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**Figure 2.** The dispersion of CMF inside EVIzero matrix: (a) CMF together with aggregates inside EVIzero; (b) zoomed view.

2.2. Electrical Models

The use of 5 lines of electrodes enables the configuration of the electrical setup to conduct load localization (the LL case), load magnitude sensing (the LM case), and waveform sensing (the WF case) [46]. Figure 3 schematizes the equivalent circuit configurations under these three cases, where the samples are electrically represented as resistors connected in series.

![Figure 3](image_url)

**Figure 3.** The equivalent circuit models for: (a) the LL case; (b) the LM case; and (c) the WF case.

The LL case (Figure 3a) has a shunt resistor $R_s = 1 \, \text{M}\Omega$ connected in series with the pavement sample. The circuit is powered using a DC analog input ($V_i$) and three voltage time history values are recorded, $V_s(t)$, $V_{l1}(t)$, and $V_{l2}(t)$, where $V_s$ is the voltage drop through the shunt resistor, $V_{l1}$ is the voltage drop through the first half of the sample, and $V_{l2}$ is the voltage drop through second half of the sample. For LM and WF cases, the recorded voltage time histories are $V_m(t)$, $V_{w1}(t)$ and $V_{w2}(t)$, where $V_m$ is the voltage drop through the whole sample and $V_{w1}$ and $V_{w2}$ are, respectively, identical to $V_{l1}$ and $V_{l2}$. Using Ohm’s law and taking $R_s$ constant:
\[ R_{11}(t) = R_s \cdot \frac{V_{11}(t)}{V_s(t)} \]

\[ R_{12}(t) = R_s \cdot \frac{V_{12}(t)}{V_s(t)} \]

Expanding the same approach to the LM case (Figure 3b), Ohm’s law yields:

\[ R_m(t) = R_s \cdot \frac{V_m(t)}{V_s(t)} \]

The variation in the acquired voltage time histories, \( V_{11}(t) \), \( V_{12}(t) \), \( V_m(t) \), \( V_s(t) \) are explained by variations of resistances \( R_{11} \), \( R_{12} \) and \( R_m \) due to the loads’ variations caused by pressure loads placed on the sample surface. Under the WF case, data are spatio-temporally compared to assess the moving load:

\[ V_r(t) = \frac{V_{w1}(t) - V_{w2}(t)}{\sum V} \]

where \( V_{w1} \) and \( V_{w2} \) are the voltage drops through first and second halves of the sample, respectively, with the sum normalized using \( \sum V \) to obtain a reading independent from the input voltage. From Equation (3), the reading voltage time history, \( V_r(t) \), is a waveform that depends on location and magnitude of the load [46]. In other words, the WF case can be viewed as the combination of the LL and LM cases.

### 2.3. Experimental Method

A National Instruments NI-PXI-1092 chassis capable of sourcing analog outputs and reading analog inputs is used to conduct the experiments. Samples are charged using the analog source unit PXIe-4138, capable of outputting 60 V DC of voltage and 3 A of current. The analog inputs are read through the 24-bit analog-to-digital converter PXIe-4302. The programming of the DAQ is conducted in the LABVIEW environment.

Three loading scenarios are investigated (Figure 4). In the first scenario, an impact hammer is used to hit the sample at various locations for evaluating load localization (the LL case). In the second scenario, a hand-operated hydraulic press of 20-ton maximum load capacity is used to apply loads of different magnitudes for evaluating the load magnitude sensing (the LM case), with the load of the hydraulic press read through a LAUMAS load cell. In the third scenario, a bicycle is passed over the sample placed onto the ground with or without a rider at two different speeds for evaluating waveform sensing (the WF case). A 5 V DC analog input is selected for the LL and LM cases where the experiment is conducted inside a laboratory under a controlled environment. Under the WF case, the DC voltage input is raised to 20 V in order to reduce the effect of ambient noise.
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**Figure 4.** Loading methods: (a) the LL case—impact hammer; (b) the LM case—hydraulic press; and (c) the WF case—rolling bicycle.
3. Experimental Results

3.1. Electrical Stability

The first step in the experimental investigation is to study the electrical stability of the composite to determine if the materials suffer from the polarization effect commonly found in other types of materials such as cement-based ones. Polarization manifests itself as a temporal increase in the resistance in unloading conditions. While it is possible to reduce or even eliminate polarization for cement-based materials using dedicated measurement methods such as the biphasic input voltage measurement method presented in [37], polarization is only a concern in the measurement of static loads, because it can be assumed that the electrical steady state is already reached prior taking dynamic measurements. Nevertheless, the phenomenon needs to be assessed a priori, because it may occur over very long periods of time, necessitating long times of charging prior to take measurements. Figure 5 plots the time history of the relative change in voltage read on the unloaded composite sample over a period of 3 min. From the signal, it can be observed that the polarization period is approximately 5 s during the initial charging of the sample. Once the polarization is completed, the sample provides a stable signal under DC voltage, remaining within the range of \( 0.0003 \pm 0.0002 \frac{\Delta V}{V_0} \), equivalent to a negligible variation.

![Figure 5](image-url) Variations of voltage during the electrical tests showing rapid reach of electrical steady state with no drift.

The proposed pavement carbon-doped composite has a short initial polarization time compared to the foreseen measurement periods, therefore regular DC input can be utilized for sensing, supporting high resolution and rapid load detection. To realize the sensing circuit, 5 V and 20 V DC voltage inputs are selected. The shunt resistor of 1 M\( \Omega \) is selected to avoid the loss of meaningful data in the noise, which likely occurs if the difference in resistance between shunt resistor and the tested sample is significant.

3.2. Load Localization and Load Measurement

The second step of the study is to study the capability of the smart pavement to detect (the LL case) and localize (the LM case) a load. The LL case is the configuration proposed for load localization on the sample surface. For the LL case, the sample is divided into two sensing regions, and the hammer impact is applied two consecutive times on the left (Figure 6a), then three consecutive times on the right, and followed by two consecutive times on the left, in order to validate the output consistency. The sequence is repeated twice. The related voltage pulses generated during the experiments are plotted in Figure 6b,c. Results exhibit magnitudes and directions of voltage pulse that strongly correlate with the impact location: the region of impact generates a positive pulse, while the other region generates a negative pulse. Results also appear repeatable in terms of pulse intensity and direction, although the approximate force used during the impacts makes it difficult to quantify.
Figure 6. The sketch of the experiment (a) and the voltage pulses generated during two hammer-impact test sequences (b, c).

Figure 7 presents results from the LM case, showing the voltage pulses generated by rapid loading–unloading of increasing load magnitudes using a hand-controlled hydraulic press at the middle of the sample over a 10 cm $\times$ 10 cm square steel plate electrically insulated. The voltage of the sensing circuit is set to 5 V. The results clearly show that the voltage pulse amplitude is strongly dependent on the applied load magnitude and the response is linear. Note that differences of voltage between the LM case and the LL and WF cases are attributable to the differences in sample section sizes being measured.

Results show that composite sample is capable of localizing and quantifying the applied load. The next experimental phase is to subject the sample to a moving load (the WF case).

Figure 7. The results of the rapid loading–unloading tests done on the pavement sample (the LM case): (a) the generated voltage pulses along with loading–unloading pattern, where the red lines represent the deviation from 0 during the loaded period of the sample; (b) readings of positive and negative amplitude peaks and deviation from unloaded state along with the linear fits and $R^2$ values.

3.3. Weigh-In-Motion Sensing

The WF case is evaluated through four different load events generated by the passage of a bicycle: (1) fast-unloaded; (2) slow-unloaded; (3) fast-loaded; and (4) slow-loaded, where fast/slow indicates the speed of the bicycle and loaded/unloaded indicates the presence of a rider. For the unloaded events, the bicycle is rolled over the sample using an operator standing next to the sample. For the loaded events, the rider is on the bicycle and adds a gross weight of approximately 58 kg. All the passages are performed within a single data collection period. The recorded response is plotted in Figure 8.
Several observations can be made from the results: (1) scaled and repetitive behaviour generated by the pavement sample is similar to that shown in Figure 7; (2) pulse amplitudes for the unloaded and loaded responses are consistent; (3) pulse amplitudes differ consistently with the presence of bicycle driver; (4) all waveforms are similar in shape but temporally stretched with the varying speed; (5) signal amplitudes are large, especially during the loaded passages of the bicycle, with the spikes explained by the instant body deformations of the pavement caused by not perfect grip on ground; (6) general recursive voltage pulse responses are generated from bicycle loads; (7) voltage pulses reflect the load magnitude and speed, with the axle occurrences being detectable; (8) peak-to-peak temporal distances corresponding to the slow passages (T₂ and T₄) are significantly longer than those corresponding to fast passages (T₁ and T₃); and (9) the voltage difference time history patterns are found repetitive and consistent, hence suitable for the characterization of the methodologies [47]. The characterization values obtained from the tests are presented in Table 3. Accordingly, voltage pulses increase significantly with the presence of rider weight, the calculated increase ratios are observed to be suitable for distinction between load states of bicycle even for the relatively small loads compared with traffic loads.

Table 3. Characteristics of loads and signal response from the bicycle passing tests. The values obtained from unloaded and loaded cases are listed together with the loaded/unloaded ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight Case</th>
<th>Unloaded</th>
<th>Loaded</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed Case</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Slow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axle occurrence time difference (s)</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>front axle pos. pulse magnitude (V/ΣV)</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>front axle neg. pulse magnitude (V/ΣV)</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rear axle pos. pulse magnitude (V/ΣV)</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rear axle neg. pulse magnitude (V/ΣV)</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>0.534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight of the bicycle (kg)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further evaluate the sensing capabilities of the composite pavement unit more, the acquired signals V₁ and V₂ are plotted in Figure 9 for the loaded cases. It is observed that there is a time shift between the occurrences of peaks indicated by τᵢ. This time shift is related to the speed of the bicycle.
Figure 9. Relative time histories of $V_{w1}$ and $V_{w2}$ showing time shifts between peaks of the signals.

Data shown plotted in Figure 9 can be used to calculate the axle spacing ($l_{ax}$) of the bicycle. The distance between the midpoints of each half is taken as the reference length for spatial measurement, that is 12 cm ($\delta$). The ratio of time shifts $T$ from Figure 8 and average $\tau$ ($\bar{\tau}$) from Figure 9 is defined as the geometry constant ($\gamma$). The average $\tau$ ($\bar{\tau}$) is calculated by averaging the two values of $\tau$ coming from both signal peaks of a bicycle passing. Equation (4) is employed for calculations

$$l_{ax} = \delta \cdot \frac{T}{\bar{\tau}} = \delta \cdot \gamma$$ (4)

Results are listed in Table 4. Accordingly, the real distance between axles is measured as 1.08 m. The distances calculated using measurements are found to be 1.10 m and 1.15 m for the fast and slow passings, respectively, yielding an average error of 5%.

Table 4. Bicycle geometry characterization according to the loaded passings. $T$ denotes the time period between axle occurrences on the pavement and $\tau_i$ denotes the time shift between recordings coming from different segments of pavement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passing Type</th>
<th>Fast</th>
<th>Slow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_3 = 1.47$</td>
<td>$T_4 = 3.35$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axle occurrence time diff. (s)</td>
<td>$\tau_1 = 0.18$</td>
<td>$\tau_3 = 0.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axle moving time diff. (s)</td>
<td>$\tau_2 = 0.14$</td>
<td>$\tau_4 = 0.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average, $\tau$ (s)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geometry const. ($\gamma$)</td>
<td>9.19</td>
<td>9.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axle spacing, $l_{ax}$ (m)</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real spacing (m)</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>error</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

In this study, a new smart composite for weigh-in-motion in road pavements is proposed, consisting of a commercial eco-friendly synthetic binder, named EVIzero, doped with carbon microfibers. The new material is tested considering a plate sample with dimensions of 30 cm $\times$ 20 cm $\times$ 3.5 cm. Test results show that: (i) the sample is able to localize the impact loads on its surface, (ii) the sample generates signals scaled to the applied load magnitude, (iii) the sample can differentiate between fast/slow and loaded/unloaded passing loads. Expanding the discussion, the proposed composite has significant advances over traditional self-sensing cementitious materials. Firstly, the production of the proposed sensing material requires only mechanical mixing. In that way, the material can be manufactured and applied directly on the field like a regular pavement. Secondly, fast polarization and rapid transition to steady state is observed under the DC voltage input, resulting in a material suitable for dynamic load sensing without being affected by the sampling rate of the biphasic voltage input. Aside from being beneficial
for high resolution sensing, the usage of DC voltage allows to employ less complex data acquisition systems for the designed pavement sensors: this occurrence highly increases the field applicability by reducing installation challenges and costs. Thirdly, the response to applied load is rapid and without lags, indicating that traffic loads are recognizable by the sensing system, when sufficient resolution is provided.

During the experiments, the responses acquired for different sensing in the LL, LM and WF cases are highly repeatable. The signal magnitude differs greatly between the LL, WF and LM cases, likely due to the following reasons: (i) the measurement types of sample body are different; and (ii) the LM case is conducted inside a press machine in fixed support conditions, while in the WF case the sample is vulnerable to the body deformations. Such body deformations are critical and may have significant influence on the characterization algorithms when the design is not adequately carried out. It is concluded that more reliable outcomes are attainable from this composite when embedded within the road and supported by rigid ground and optimal setup. This investigation is foreseen to be the part of the next study investigating the field performance of the proposed WIM technology.

5. Conclusions

This paper presented the results of an investigation on self-sensing properties of an innovative carbon composites for WIM applications. A multi-functional piezo-resistive load sensing pavement material has been proposed by mixing a synthetic binder material with aggregates and carbon microfibers. A smart pavement plate sample was fabricated and subjected to an experimental campaign that included hammer impacts, load controlled tests and bicycle passes. The obtained signal responses were found consistent and scaled to the load magnitude. The response was fast and the material did not suffer significantly from polarization under the DC voltage input.

Thus, experiments revealed that a traffic load sensor made of the proposed pavement composite and setup are promising candidates in terms of cost efficiency, easiness of implementation, durability and precision. With the tailored electrode’s distribution inside the pavement, the composite can sense the speed and thus serve to reduce the total number of sensors used for a WIM characterization of vehicles and simplify the monitoring of infrastructure. In this context, results from the dynamic test indicated that one sensor was enough to calculate axle separation distance. The next steps in the research will include the optimization of the composite for both the mechanical and electrical properties, as well as field validation on roadway infrastructure.
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